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Abstract
Weighted Reference Counting is a low communication distributed storage reclamation scheme for
loosely-couple multiprocessors. The algorithm we present herein extends weighted reference counting
to allow the collection of cyclic data structures. To do so, the algorithm identi es candidate objects
that may be part of cycles and performs a tricolour mark-scan on their subgraph in a lazy manner to
discover whether the subgraph is still in use. The algorithm is concurrent in the sense that multiple
useful computation processes and garbage collection processes can be performed simultaneously.
Keywords: Memory management, Distributed memory, Reference counting, Garbage collection.

Introduction
Computation on distributed systems involving several processors is already a reality. In a distributed
multiprocessor system each processor is responsible for allocating and reclaiming structures residing in
its local memory; interprocessor communication is far less ecient than local memory access. In order
to make this approach viable for a much larger number of applications in computer science, a number of
problems must be addressed. One of these fundamental problems is how to manage distributed memory
with low communication costs, and with acceptable space-time overheads.
We present an improved algorithm for distributed memory management, based on reference counting
yet able to collect cycles. Our scheme was inspired by two algorithms. Weighted Reference Counting
[35; 1] makes reference counting practical for use in distributed systems by reducing the amount of
communication necessary; Lazy Cyclic Reference Counting [19] extended the standard reference counting
algorithm [9] to deal with cyclic structures simply and eciently in a uni-processor environment. David
Plainfosse and Marc Shapiro [28] emphasised that an earlier version of our algorithm [21] was simple
but not truly concurrent | under certain circumstances, some of the mutators were suspended during
garbage collection. Furthermore it was not possible to allow all processing nodes to garbage collect
independently and asynchronously.
 also:
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In this paper we address these problems in a scheme for Cyclic Weighted Reference Counting without
Delay, a simple concurrent algorithm for cyclic reference counting on loosely-coupled multi-processor
architectures. Section 1 examines other proposals for distributed memory management; sections 2 and 3
examine weighted reference counting and lazy cyclic reference counting in more detail before we present
our new algorithm in section 4. We set out the requirements our algorithm makes of the communication
network in section 6 and summarise our work in section 7.

1 Background
To solve the problem of managing distributed memory, several authors have proposed distributed algorithms based on mark-scan garbage collectors. Hudak and Keller's algorithm for garbage collection and
task deletion in distributed applicative systems works in two steps [14]. First, all processors co-operate
to mark all accessible cells, and then all processors collect irrelevant tasks and unmarked cells. Although
marking is a process global to all processors, it can be performed concurrently with normal execution.
This algorithm makes extensive use of mechanisms for locking or releasing cells, and queuing processes
including an arbitrary number of marking tasks, which is expensive in both processing time and in space
used for bu ering.
Mohamed-Ali presented two di erent approaches to the problem, using variants of mark-scan [25].
`Local' garbage collection is performed independently and asynchronously. On completion each local
garbage collector informs all other processors of the remote pointers it retains, and they then treat
these as roots that must be marked during their own local garbage collection. No attempt is made to
recover cycles that span processing nodes. Such cycles are dealt with by a `global' garbage collection,
during which useful computation is suspended. Hughes describes a similar algorithm which is capable
of recovering cyclic structures [15]. His algorithm has lower storage overheads than Mohamed-Ali's,
although it is likely to take longer to recover remotely-referenced garbage. None of these algorithms is
concurrent.
Shapiro et al.'s algorithm uses mark-scan garbage collection locally in each processor [30]. External
references are avoided by transferring an object between processors whenever a local mark-scan discovers
that there are no locally held references to the object. Eventually all members of a cycle will be
transferred to the same processing element and can be dealt with by a local mark-scan. Although
this increases locality of reference, large objects would present high communication overheads for this
algorithm.
However for all distributed memory systems, mark-scan is an expensive process. Marking requires
substantial communication between processors and it is necessary to detect termination. It is also
dicult, though not impossible, to make mark-scan algorithms incremental. Reference counting suggests
itself as a naturally attractive method for real-time storage management in distributed systems. The
relative merits of reference counting vis a vis garbage collection have been thoroughly discussed (see, for
example, [8]). Nevertheless it is of interest for a number of reasons.





It is incremental. Reclamation is performed in small steps interleaved with computation.
It has good locality of reference.
It does not degrade with occupancy (unlike mark-scan garbage collection).
It is relatively simple to implement and prove correct, even in distributed systems.

On the other hand, reference counting su ers from a number of problems. The major drawback of
the standard reference counting algorithm is its inability to reclaim cyclic data structures [24]. Several
authors have solved this problem in the context of implementing Lisp and functional languages on uniprocessors [11; 3; 16]. Language independent algorithms based on Brownbridge's notion of partitioning
the set of pointers into strong and weak (cycle-closing) pointers have also been proposed. However
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these have either been incorrect [4], non-terminating in pathological cases [29] or extremely expensive to
implement [26; 33]. A more promising scheme for uni-processors has been developed and substantially
improved by Lins and his colleagues [23; 19]. A drawback of Lins' algorithm is that it is not concurrent.
In order to collect cyclic structures, Lins must perform a local mark-scan garbage collection on the
appropriate subgraph. In essence, his can be thought of as a hybrid algorithm | it switches between
reference counting and mark-scan garbage collection. It is important to realise that Lins' mark-scan
is local rather than global (as in the traditional mark-scan algorithm). Lins simply mark-scans the
transitive closure of cells that are suspected to be part of an isolated cycle (and hence garbage).
Highly parallel distributed systems complicate storage reclamation. A regime based upon the standard reference counting algorithm requires messages to be sent whenever a pointer to a remote object is
copied or deleted. Special care must be taken to avoid an object being reclaimed while references to it
still exist. This may happen if reference counting operations are not executed in the order in which they
were spawned, for instance if the message deleting the last reference to an object overtakes a copying
message. Lermen and Maurer describe a communication protocol which provides a correct distributed
reference count scheme but at the cost of three messages per inter-processor reference [18].
The Weighted Reference Counting algorithm makes reference counting practical for use in looselycoupled multiprocessor architectures [1; 35]. by signi cantly reduces communication overhead, only
sending messages between processors when references to remote objects are deleted. No synchronisation
between messages is required. Goldberg's Generational Reference Counting algorithm [12] has the same
communication overhead as Weighted Reference Counting. However, as Goldberg admits, the major
drawback of his algorithm in relation to weighted reference counting is its space eciency. None of these
algorithms is able to deal with cyclic structures.
Recently Lang et al. proposed an elegant system which combines mark-scan for local garbage collection and reference counting for handling remote references [17]. To perform global garbage collections,
processing nodes are dynamically grouped together, and Christopher's algorithm is used to remove dead
cycles [6]. Unfortunately, details that are important for a full understanding are omitted.

2 Weighted Reference counting
In this section we explain the original weighted reference counting algorithm [1; 35]. Non-atomic objects
(or cells) have a number of elds which store pointers to other objects. In the standard reference counting
algorithm, each object has an additional eld, the reference count, which holds the number of pointers
which refer to this object [9]. In the weighted reference counting algorithm, a weight is associated with
each pointer. A cell's reference count eld contains the total weight of all pointers that refer to the cell.
We denote a pointer from a cell R to cell S by <R,S>, its weight by Weight(<R,S>) and the reference
count of cell S by RC(S). For all cells
the following invariant is maintained
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For simplicity we assume that the graph formed by the objects in use has a single starting point,
which we call root. All cells in use (active cells) are transitively connected to root. Similarly we also
assume that free cells are held in a free-list. Any cells that cannot be reached either from the free-list
or by tracing pointers from root are garbage. We describe the algorithms in this paper in terms of three
primitive operations:
New(R)

gets a fresh cell U from the free-list, initialises its reference count to some arbitrary ( xed) value

W and links it into the graph. The weight of the pointer <R,U> is also set to W.

links cell R to T by duplicating the pointer <S,T>. The pointer's weight is split equally
between
and <S,T>. Thus the invariant is maintained without having to communicate with
to change its reference count.

Copy(R,<S,T>)
<R,T>
T
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deletes the pointer <R,S>. In order to maintain the invariant, a message is sent to
the target cell S instructing it to decrement its reference count by the weight of the pointer <R,S>.
If the reference count drops to zero, the cell cannot be in use any longer and so is returned to the
free-list.
Delete is the only operation that requires communication. An added bene t of the algorithm is
that these messages do not need to be synchronised.

Delete (<R,S>)

From this description it can be seen that pointer weights are powers of 2. This permits a practical
technique for implementation: each pointer stores the logarithm of its weight. Indirection cells are
used when copying pointers of weight one: to execute Copy(R,<S,T>) when Weight(<S,T>) = 1, an
indirection U cell is created (in the same processing element as S so that no communication is necessary).
The indirection cell simply contains a pointer to the target T | the pointer's weight is one so need not
be stored. R and S are both set to refer to the indirection cell, each with pointer weight 2. Notice
that the reference count of T need not be changed | no communication is necessary.
W=

R

S

W/2

W/2
U

RC=W
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Piquer's algorithm avoids the need for indirection cells by maintaining indirect reference counts at
each node [27]. Like weighted reference counting it does not send increment messages, and decrement
messages do not require synchronisation. The chief drawback to both these methods is their inability to
deal with cyclic structures. Lins' algorithms, which we examine next, provide a sequential solution to
this problem.

3 Lazy Cyclic Reference Counting
A promising scheme for uni-processors has been developed by Lins and his colleagues [23]. Its most
sophisticated form, the Lazy Cyclic Reference Counting algorithm, combines reference counting with
lazy four-colour mark-scan garbage collection [19]. The New and Copy operations are similar to those of
the standard reference counting algorithm, as is the deletion of the last reference to an object. However,
if the target of the pointer being deleted is shared (it has reference count greater than one), then it may
be part of an isolated cycle and hence garbage. In this case, the colour of the object is changed from
green (active) to black (a candidate for garbage collection) and a reference to it is placed on a control
queue. No further action is taken until either the free-list becomes empty or the control queue is full.
When either of these events occur, cells are popped from the control queue until a black one is found
(it will become apparent below how a non-black cell may appear in the control queue). Cells in the
transitive closure of this cell are then marked and scanned to nd any external references (i.e. from cells
external to this subgraph). If none are found then the cells in the subgraph are garbage and can be
returned to the free-list.
Garbage collection proceeds in three phases. In the rst phase, mark_red, all cells in the closure are
painted red. Each time a cell is visited by mark_red its reference count is decremented. On completion
4

of this phase only those cells that are the (direct) target of an external reference will have non-zero
reference counts.
The task of the second phase, scan, is to discover any such cells. These cells and their descendants
are re-painted green by scan_green which also increments the reference count of each cell it visits. All
other cells are painted blue. Finally, the third phase, collect_blue, returns all blue cells to the free-list.
It is important to realise that Lins' only marks, scans and collects from the subgraph whose root is
the cell popped from the control queue. A global mark-scan of the entire active data structure is not
necessary. His algorithm takes advantage of the observation that, for LISP and functional languages at
least, the overwhelming majority of objects have small reference counts [7; 32]. It is also likely that by
the time that a cell is popped from the control queue its colour will have reverted to green in which
case it is not subjected to garbage collection. (This is an optimisation that only applies to a sequential
environment; it is not applicable if messages may be delayed inde nitely.) Its last reference may have
been deleted, in which case it is either in the free-list or has been recycled, but either way it is green.
Alternatively, if it is active, a pointer to it may have been copied in which case the cell will be painted
green. Finally it may already have been examined by an earlier garbage collection and reprieved (painted
green) by scan_green.
Lins' algorithm su ers from two de ciencies which it shares with other garbage collection algorithms.
First, reclamation of garbage cycles may be delayed inde nitely. Standard reference counting, on the
other hand, recycles cells as soon as they become garbage although of course it cannot reclaim cycles. In
order to collect cyclic structures, Lins must perform a local mark-scan garbage collection on the appropriate subgraph. In essence, his can be thought of as a hybrid algorithm | it switches between reference
counting and mark-scan garbage collection. It is important to realise that Lins' mark-scan is local rather
than global (as in the traditional mark-scan algorithm). Lins simply mark-scans the transitive closure of
cells that are suspected to be part of an isolated cycle (and hence garbage). Nevertheless, this delay may
be controlled by appropriate management of the control set (see section 5). Again unlike the standard
reference counting algorithm, Lins' algorithm is not truly concurrent: `useful' processing must stop for
local mark-scan garbage collection. Our Cyclic Weighted Reference Counting scheme also su ers from
the former de ciency (although to a lesser extent) but not the latter | it is truly concurrent.

4 Cyclic Weighted Reference Counting without Delay
Our new algorithm combines the bene ts of standard Weighted Reference Counting (SWRC) | low
communication overheads | and Lins' Cyclic Reference Counting (CRC) | ecient handling of cycles.
As in SWRC pointers have weights and cells have reference counts. We modify the condition on the
invariant so that it is guaranteed to hold when no processor is performing garbage collection. Cells
are assigned one of three colours green, red, blue; the meanings are the same as in Lins' algorithm.
In addition, each cell also has a second reference count which is only used by the garbage collector.
Instead of using a control queue, we use a set. Although a set is more expensive to maintain, it has the
advantage of greater precision: we wish to avoid unnecessary mark-scans as far as possible. Since the
evidence suggests that the control set will be comparatively small, the cost of maintaining it is worth
the price [22].
We impose the usual condition that every cell except root is initially on the free-list. For the moment,
we say nothing about the characteristics required of the communications protocol (they are few), nor
of how the control set should be managed (there are several possibilities). We return to these matters
later.
New

behaves in the same way as in SWRC and in CRC. A new cell is allocated from the free-list, given
an arbitrary ( xed) weight W and painted green. The cell is connected to the graph by a pointer whose

New
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weight is also W. (We abstract away from the details of the synchronisation required to manage the
free-list.)
New(R) =
allocate(U)
RC(U) = W
Weight(<R,U>) = W
colour(U) := colour(R)
SRC(U) := 0

where allocate(U) obtains a fresh cell U from the free-list, green paints a cell or pointer green, RC(U)
is the reference count of U, SRC(U) is the secondary reference count and Weight(<R,U>) is the weight of
the pointer <R,U>. We take care to simulate the e ect of any garbage collection phase that might be in
operation.
Copy

links R to T by copying pointer <S,T>. It is similar to the SWRC scheme unless S is
currently subject to garbage collection; we discuss this problem later. There are also several optimisations
that we might consider adding to our scheme. One would be to short-circuit indirection cells (since it
must communicate with the target cell in any case).

Copy(R,<S,T>

Copy(R,<S,T>) =
if Weight(<S,T>) > 1
Weight(<S,T>) := Weight(<S,T>) / 2
Weight(<R,T>) := Weight(<S,T>)
else
allocate(U)
RC(U) := W
SRC(U) := 0
colour(U) := colour(S)
Weight(<U,T>) := 1
Weight(<S,U>) := W / 2
Weight(<R,U>) := W / 2
insert(U, control_set)
if red(S) and mark_red_phase
send retract(<S,T>) to T

Delete

is treated in a similar same way to Lins' CRC. A message is sent to the target cell S
causing it to decrement its reference count by the weight of the deleted pointer. If the count becomes
zero, Delete is called on the sons of the cell. The cell is then returned to the free-list by free. Otherwise
the cell becomes a candidate for garbage collection and is added to the control set.

Delete(<R,S>)

Delete(<R,S>) =
send Message_Delete(<R,S>) to S
remove <R,S>
Handle_Delete(<R,S>) =
RC(S) := RC(S) - Weight(<R,S>)
if RC(S) = 0
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for T in Sons(S)
send Message_Delete(<S,T>) to T
green(S)
free(S)
else
insert(S, control_set)

Mark-scan

When a pointer to a shared object is deleted, a reference to the target is added to the control set rather
than being mark-scanned immediately (as in [23]). Lins' idea was to use the control queue to delay the
mark-scan in the hope that it will prove unnecessary to garbage collect the cell and its subgraph: either
its last reference will have been deleted or another call to scan_green will prove that it is still active.
This approach has proved successful. Lins and Vasques have found that, with appropriate management
of the control queue, no unnecessary calls to mark-scan are made: garbage collection was only performed
on cells that proved to be members of cycles [22]. Our incremental algorithm also uses the control set in
a manner similar to Steele's algorithm [31]. Steele used a stack for communication between mutator and
collector: whenever the connectivity of the graph was changed, a reference to the target cell was pushed
onto the stack. Our algorithm requires much less communication between mutator and collector. Like
Steele we keep a record of targets: our algorithm may be classi ed as incremental update, write-barrier
based. The di erence is that we just record the target of Delete operations, and then only if the target
is shared.
We discuss control set strategy later; for the moment let us assume that the garbage collector gc
must be called periodically to remove items from the control set and initiate a garbage collection is on
the subgraph of which this cell is the root. It is possible that other processing elements may also wish
to perform garbage collection. Care must be taken to ensure that simultaneous garbage collections do
not interfere with each other thereby losing colour and weight information.
Again there are several approaches that may be taken. One option would be to require the processing elements to take it in turn to initiate garbage collection. No processor would be allowed to call
mark_red before the node currently garbage collecting had completed collect_blue. This could easily
be implemented by imposing an order on nodes in the network and using a token-passing mechanism.
A less restrictive method is to synchronise the phases of garbage collection [20]. In the mark_red
phase, any processor that wishes to do so is allowed to initiate marking; no processor is allowed to start
either scanning or collecting until there are no processors marking red. Notice that only a subset of
processing elements need be involved in this garbage collection at any time. When the mark_red phase
is complete (including retract, the processors garbage collecting move onto the scan phase. The rules
for this phase are similar, and likewise for the nal collect_blue phase. We discuss the mechanism
necessary for this synchronisation later.
gc() =
S := pop(control_set)
RENDEZVOUS
mark_red(S)
RENDEZVOUS
scan(S)
RENDEZVOUS
collect_blue(S)
mark_red traces the transitive closure of its starting point, reddening cells and initialising secondary
reference counts as it does so. As each pointer is traversed, the secondary reference count of its target cell
is decremented by the weight of the pointer. On completion, red cells will only have a non-zero secondary
reference count if there are references to them from cells external to the subgraph that have not been
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visited by this, or another, mark_red. We emphasise that only a subset of the graph is marked (in
contrast to standard marking algorithms). The subgraph may span processing elements. The invariant
for secondary reference counts becomes:
`the secondary reference count of a red cell is equal to its reference count less the sum of the
weights of pointers to it which have been traced by mark_red.'
mark_red(S) =
if not red(S)
redden(S)
SRC(S) := RC(S)
for T in Sons(S)
send Message_mark_red(<S,T>) to T
Handle_mark_red(<S,T>) =
if not red(T)
redden(T)
SRC(T) := RC(T) - Weight(<S,T>)
for U in Sons(T)
send Message_mark_red(<T,U>) to U
else
SRC(T) := SRC(T) - Weight(<S,T>)

Handle_retract(<S,T>) =
RC(T) := RC(T) + Weight(<S,T>) / 2

Copying a pointer from a red cell during a mark_red garbage collection phase introduces a subtle
problem. mark_red would have decremented the target's secondary reference count by the weight of the
pointer, but this value has now been halved. The SRC invariant would be violated. retract is used
during the mark_red phase to preserve the invariant.
Having removed the e ect of pointers internal to the subgraph from secondary reference counts, scan
is called to search for cells with external references (non-zero secondary reference counts). Such cells
must be considered to be roots of active subgraphs and be re-painted green. This is done by scan_green.
Any cells not visited by scan_green are garbage and are marked blue accordingly.
scan(S) =
if red(R)
if RC(S) > 0
scan_green(S)
else
blue(S)
for T in Sons(S)
send Message_scan(T) to T
Handle_scan(T) =
scan(T)

scan_green(S) =
if not green(S)
green(S)
for T in Sons(S)
send Message_scan_green(<S,T>) to T
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Handle_scan_green(<S,T>) =
scan_green(T)

Finally, collect_blue is called to return all blue (garbage) cells to the free-list. Any pointer from a
blue cell to a non-blue (green) one must be removed and the reference count diminished appropriately.
collect_blue(S) =
if blue(S)
for T in Sons(S)
send Message_collect_blue(<S,T>) to T
remove <S,T>
free(S)
Handle_collect_blue(<S,T>) =
if blue(T)
collect_blue(T)
else
Handle_Delete(<S,T>)

Aside: the algorithms for scan and collect_blue have been presented recursively. The alternative
would be to let each processing element scan its heap iteratively, looking for red (blue) cells, thus
removing the need for any inter-processor communication.

5 Control set strategy
Lins and Vasques examined several strategies for managing the control queue in a sequential context
[22]. They obtained the best results by dynamically allocating the queue in the heap rather than using a
xed length queue (various sizes in proportion to total heap memory were tried). They also examined a
number of access disciplines for the control queue such as FIFO, LIFO, mark-scanning the entire queue
at once instead of one element at a time. The preferred method was FIFO access. They also found
that, with appropriate management of the control queue, no unnecessary calls to mark-scan-collect were
made: all cells on which garbage collection was invoked proved to be members of cycles.
In their sequential uni-processor environment, gc was called either by New when a new cell was
requested but the free-list was empty, or by Delete after it had pushed a reference onto the control
queue and thus lled the queue. We could choose to use the same mechanism in a multi-processor
environment. Another possibility would be to run gc regularly (for example when the length of the
free-list drops below a pre-determined size).
A more attractive alternative that would give a truly real-time performance might be to run gc
continuously on a second processor [10; 20]. In this way, `useful' processing would not be disrupted.
By using a combination of reference counting and mark-scan in this way we expect to obtain a better
performance than the mutator-collector architectures analysed in [34] and [13]. Notice that even with a
single processor, we are able to run garbage collection incrementally. It is not necessary, for example, to
run mark_red to completion before returning to useful processing; we could allow it to execute one cell
at a time.
Finally, notice that cells are only added to the control set by Delete and are only removed by gc.
Since Delete requires communication with the processing element which contains the target cell, we
can arrange that cells are added to the control set on their local processor. Thus the control set can be
distributed: each control set only contains references to cells on the same node. When a cell is returned
to the free-list, free should remove any reference to it from the control set.
9

6 Network
The standard Weighted Reference Counting algorithm only required communication between nodes when
a reference to a (remote) object was deleted. In that case a message was sent to reduce the reference count
of the target cell by the weight of the pointer. The advantage of that scheme is that no synchronisation
is needed.
Our garbage collection scheme requires that the ends of its three phases be synchronised: no processor
is allowed to initiate the next stage if another process is still working on the current phase. This can
be accomplished by using either of two multicast protocols. If one processor is nominated to control
synchronisation, it can keep track of the number of processors working on the current phase of garbage
collection. As processors complete a phase, they should send a message to this distinguished processor
indicating that they have completed the phase and requesting permission to continue to the next. When
there are no more processors working on the current phase, the controlling processor should broadcast
permission to move to the next phase. This can be accomplished by using an atomic ordered multicast
protocol [5]. Alternatively a more symmetric multicast technique could be adopted which does not
require the assignment of a single distinguished processor: each node should replicate the count of
processors working on the current garbage collection phase and all requests to proceed to the next phase
should be broadcast to all processors. Birman's three-phase atomic ordered multicast protocol would be
adequate for this purpose [2].

7 Discussion
We have presented a storage reclamation scheme for loosely-coupled multi-processors based upon weighted
reference counting that is able to reclaim cyclic data structures. In order to reclaim cycles, a mark-scancollect process is performed only upon the subgraph whose root is suspected to be part of a garbage cycle.
Lins has demonstrated that, with appropriate tuning, this can be done eciently. Our scheme also allows
useful processing to continue during mark-scan-collect: it is not a stop-and-wait method. Colours and
second reference counts are required to support garbage collection which gives our scheme higher storage
overheads than the standard reference counting algorithm. For computations that do not create cycles,
our scheme has communication overheads identical to those of the standard weighted reference counting
algorithm, namely communication is only required when a reference to a remote object is deleted. Where
cycles are present, our garbage collection scheme must trace subgraphs over the network1 . The three
phases of garbage collection must be synchronised, which requires atomic ordered multicast capability of
the communications protocol. In contrast, the standard weighted reference algorithm makes no demands
of the protocol. We believe these costs are an acceptable price to pay for the ability to reclaim cycles.
Hudak and Keller's algorithm has one signi cant advantage over ours | it is able to detect and
remove irrelevant tasks. However, our algorithm has a number of advantages over theirs. It only requires
mark-scan to be performed on the relevant subgraph rather than the entire active data structure. Hudak
and Keller must trace the entire graph twice before scanning the whole heap. We visit each cell in the
subgraph three times in the worst case (once by mark-red, once by scan_green or collect_blue and
at most once by scan). Other active cells are una ected, as indeed are those other processors which
hold no part of this subgraph. This is also in contrast to Lang et al.'s algorithm which similarly visits
garbage cells but also marks all live cells; indeed pointer paths within a node may be traced more than
once. Traditional marking schemes by de nition do not visit garbage cells. On the other hand, on-the- y
schemes such as Dijkstra's and Steele's do mark garbage and in this respect our algorithm is no worse.
Evidence suggests that, for LISP and functional languages at least, much storage reclamation will be
done without recourse to garbage collection. Hudak and Keller also make extensive use of mechanisms
for locking or releasing cells, and queuing processes including an arbitrary number of marking tasks.
This is expensive in both processing time and in space used for bu ering. Neither Mohamed-Ali's nor
Hughes' algorithms are truly real-time since any particular computation may be delayed for a long time
1 But even in this case we can reduce the amount of tracing involved if we know that the target of a pointer is an atomic
object and so cannot be part of a cycle. This information could be coded into pointers in many although not all cases.
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while its processor does a garbage collection. Hughes says that his algorithm may take a very long time
indeed to recover remotely-referenced garbage in pathological cases. The major disadvantage of Ali's
method is that it cannot deal with cycles.
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